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Learn Raspberry Pi Programming with Python: Learn to Program on the World's Most Popular Tiny ComputerApress, 2018

	Learn how to program your nifty new $35 computer to make a web spider, a weather station, a media server, and more. This book explores how to make a variety of fun and even useful projects, from a web bot to search and download files to a toy to drive your pets insane.
	
		

		Even if you're completely new to programming in...
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Beginning Programming Using Retro Computing: Learn BASIC with a Commodore EmulatorApress, 2018

	
		Learn programming using the Commodore 16/Plus 4 system. Following this book, you and your children will not only learn BASIC programming, but also have fun emulating a retro Commodore system. There are many ways to bring the fun of learning to program in the 1980s back to life. For example, downloading the VICE emulator to a...
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Phosphors for Energy Saving and Conversion TechnologyCRC Press, 2018

	
		This text deals with the advantages of rare earth activated phosphors for the development of solid state lighting technology and in enhancing the light conversion efficiency of Si solar cells. The book initiates with a short overview of the atomic and semiconductor theory followed by introduction to phosphor, its working mechanism,...
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Become a Python Data Analyst: Perform exploratory data analysis and gain insight into scientific computing using PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Enhance your data analysis and predictive modeling skills using popular Python tools

	
		Key Features

		
			Cover all fundamental libraries for operation and manipulation of Python for data analysis
	
			Implement real-world datasets to perform predictive analytics with Python

...
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Building Intelligent Systems: A Guide to Machine Learning EngineeringApress, 2018

	Produce a fully functioning Intelligent System that leverages machine learning and data from user interactions to improve over time and achieve success.
	
		


		
			This book teaches you how to build an Intelligent System from end to end and leverage machine learning in practice. You will understand how to apply your...
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The Scientific World of Karl-Friedrich Bonhoeffer: The Entanglement of Science, Religion, and Politics in Nazi Germany (Palgrave Studies in the History of Science and Technology)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	In twentieth-century Germany, Karl-Friedrich Bonhoeffer rose to prominence as a brilliant physical chemist, even as several of his relatives?Dietrich Bonhoeffer among them?became involved in the resistance to Hitler, leading to their executions. This book traces the entanglement of science, religion, and politics in the Third Reich and in...
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Internationalizing Firms: International Strategy, Trends and ChallengesPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book explores emerging trends in internationalization, analyzing the processes and steps that firms take when entering new markets. This timely contribution highlights the need for a deeper understanding of today’s internationalization process, critiquing existing literature and instead proposing a new paradigm based on a...
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Deep Learning By Example: A hands-on guide to implementing advanced machine learning algorithms and neural networksPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Grasp the fundamental concepts of deep learning using Tensorflow in a hands-on manner

	
		Key Features

		
			Get a first-hand experience of the deep learning concepts and techniques with this easy-to-follow guide
	
			Train different types of neural networks using Tensorflow for...
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Building Your Online Store With WordPress and WooCommerce: Learn to Leverage the Critical Role E-commerce Plays in Today’s Competitive MarketplaceApress, 2018

	
		Teaches you all about e-commerce and how to create your own online shop using WordPress and WooCommerce. Regardless of a business’s size, e-commerce helps level the playing field, increases a business’s exposure, allows companies to reach customers globally, and streamlines the fulfillment process. In the past, e-commerce...
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Practical Computer Vision Applications Using Deep Learning with CNNs: With Detailed Examples in Python Using TensorFlow and KivyApress, 2018

	
		
			
				Deploy deep learning applications into production across multiple platforms. You will work on computer vision applications that use the convolutional neural network (CNN) deep learning model and Python. This book starts by explaining the traditional machine-learning pipeline, where you will...
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The Astronaut Maker: How One Mysterious Engineer Ran Human Spaceflight for a GenerationChicago Review Press, 2018

	
		One of the most elusive and controversial figures in NASA’s history, George W. S. Abbey was called “the Dark Lord,” “the Godfather,” and “UNO”—short for unidentified NASA official. He was said to be secretive, despotic, a Space Age Machiavelli. Yet Abbey had more influence...
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Materials Design and Applications II (Advanced Structured Materials)Springer, 2018

	
		This book highlights fundamental research on the design and application of engineering materials, and predominantly mechanical engineering applications. This area includes a wide range of technologies and materials, including metals, polymers, composites, and ceramics. Advanced applications include...
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